
(February) but no ruins were observed on its summit.
From the standpoint of what the Argentinians call escalada ticnica, that is, a

technical climb, the main enterprise of this kind for the entire Andean season was
that of the Japanese Tsuneo Hasegawa, who climbed alone the S face of Aconcagua
in winter. His expedition consisted of only 3 other members, who sta..yed at a camp
at 6000m. Hasegawa followed a combination of the Messner (1974) and the French
(1954) routes. The summit was reached on 8 Aug.

Science Notes 1981

T. M. Connor

Freezing air and lung damage The Times of 29 December 1980 carried a report
of some Canadian medical work which gives credence to the idea that Eskimos do in
fact suffer lung damage as a result of a combination of extreme cold and physical
exertion. It had always previously been suggested that the complaint known as
'Eskimo Lung' was due to the effect of tuberculosis and heavy smoking. A series of
surveys was carried out of Eskimo populations in Arctic Bay in the NE of Baffin
Island, in Nanisivik, a mining community in Baffin and in Inuvik on the Mackenzie
delta. The older Eskimos in the mining area had hunted and trapped throughout the
winter for many years, and had poorer lung functions than their contemporaries
who had worked as miners or in sedentary occupations. Smoking habits could not
account for the differences. The hunter's lungs were overinflated, with poor air
flow, and their hearts had enlarged to cope with the increased work of pumping
blood through thickened blood vessels in the lungs.

Eskimos doing hard physical work at temperatures of 30° or more below zero are
at the limit of endurance, and during rapid mouth breathing may not warm the cold
air sufficiently before it hits the lung tissues. This would inevitably lead to lung
damage, and the results are in line with some similar observations carried out on
horses and dogs. Russian workers also noticed that the blood pressure in the lungs is
raised in manual workers exposed to Siberian conditions. It seems therefore that the
effects of cold must be added to those of altitude as possible sources of lung damage
in workers or athletes in severe climatic conditions.

Antarctic Minerals A recent report in New Scientist (4 June, 1981) indicates that a
group of American and British geologists believe that Antarctica contains one of the
worlds largest complexes of mineral bearing rock, known as the Dufek Intrusion.
This is a large upwelling of magnetic magma which occurred when the African and
Antarctic plates were separated some 170 million yr ago. Using magnetic and sonar
detection equipment, its extent is estimated as 50000km 2, second only to the
South African magma lake, the Bushveld complex which covers 66000km 2 and has
been the source of incredible mineral wealth. The snag·is that the minerals in the
Antarctic intrusion ",ill be almost impossible to extract using present technolog·y.
There is the practical problem that parts of it are covered by 1km of ice and the more
fundamental one that because of the lesser geological age of the Dufek as compared
with the Bushveld intrusion, the minerals will have had less time to concentrate
themselves in veins.
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Ice Core Studies The study of ice cores taken from Polar ice sheets has proved a
more important source of information about the Earth's past atmospheric conditions
than any other Quaternary sediment. All types of atmospheric deposit collect on the
surface along with the snow and form a layer, the process being repeated year after
year, and in some instances in Greenland and Antarctica forming a sheet of ice
3000m thick eventually. This sheet thus consists of a time ordered stack of
individual layers containing hundreds of thousands of years of deposits and also gas
bubbles whose compositions are essentially unchanged over the years since they
were entrapped.

It is thus clear that in an ice core one has at one's disposal a vast store of
information about the past history of the Earth's atmosphere. However, a key to a
reliable history is the accurate dating of events; fortunately in the case of ice cores a
number of different methods exist for determining the age of a particular sample.
The most accurate is the direct counting of layers down from the surface in a
manner similar to the dating of trees by counting rings. Although accurate, the
method is limited by one's physical ability to detect the layers, and so far no ice core
has been dated beyond AD 553 by this technique. However, it is felt that under
favourable conditions the annual stratification might be detected back to 10000 yr
BP (Before Present). The most usual way of dating older deposits is therefore based
on measurements of the radioactive decay of isotopes such as l·C and J 6CI which
were deposited on and trapped in the original layers, and which are assumed to have
had atmospheric concentrations identical with those found today. These isotopes are
present in the atmosphere in very minute quantities as a result of the impact of
cosmic radiation, and are scavenged by precipitation shortly after being formed.
Measurements of I·C activity enable dates to be established back to 50000 yr BP,
using as little as 1cm J of CO 2, which is the approximate content of 5m of a 10cm
diameter core. This core will span a period of a few hundred years at a depth
corresponding to 50000 yr BP. The longer lived isotope J 6CI allows datings to be
taken back to times of the order of its half-life, which is 310000 yr. Measuring the
ratio of the activity of 2 isotopes enables one to dispense with the assumption that
past concentrations of isotopes were identical to those of today, since this ratio is
independent of production rate. Nevertheless, even under the most favourable
conditions, at ages of 100000 yr the uncertainty in the measurement is ±10000 yr for
10 ice samples of approximately similar ages.

Measurements of radioactivity thus allow the ages of other deposits in the same
layer to be inferred; these ages in conjunction with measurements of concentrations
of particular deposits provide important information about past events. The types of
deposit measured are atmospheric dusts, biological deposits (eg pollens), sea salts
and volcanic debris. The importance of the last is indicated in the next section which
discusses past variations in the extent of glaciation. Other important topics which
such measurements may shed light on are the past influence of CO 2 concentrations
on temperature; the possible behaviour of large ice sheets under climatic warming
and the rate of onset of the last Ice Age and its time of occurrence. (Further
information on this topic is to be found in the article by W. Dansgaard, Nature 290, 2
April 1981, p360.)

Glacier Variations and Volcanic Eruptions A recent article in Nature by Stephen
C. Porter (291, 14 May 1981) develops the idea that the injection of volcanic dust
and gases into the atmosphere can cause short term climatic variations, as a result of
the small global coolings produced. These temperature drops might be expected to
prod'lce lowerings of the snow line and corresponding advances in glacier length.
The paper describes the author's study of available data on volcanic activity and
glacier lengths as a function of time and shows that there is a substantial correlation
between them. Measurements of acidity of dated ice cores also correlate with
periods of high volcanic activity, the whole suggesting that glaciers fluctuate in
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response to the atmospheric build-up of aerosols formed during periods of volcanic
activity.

There are interpretative problems presented by the effect of latitude and the fact
that there is much more data available for some parts of the world than others. Thus
detailed records of glacier lengths are only available for the Alps, Scandinavia and
the NW USA. In the Southern hemisphere, there is little reliable data from the
Andes, the best available coming from New Zealand. In spite of the widely held
view that glacier fluctuations have been in phase globally during the last 100 yr, the
data show that they have largely been asynchronous between the 2 hemispheres. In
some parts of the world the issue is confused by the presence of surging glaciers
whose lengths vary as a result of factors other than the direct influence of climate.
Active volcanoes (having erupted since AD 1800) are concentrated
disproportionately in the northern hemisphere and this suggests that the effect of the
aerosols they produce will vary with latitude. Also, the observed frequencies of
eruptions in different latitude belts may be responsible for the asynchronous
patterns of glacier behaviour. Again, the ice cores studied came from polar regions
(71' 6°N and 74' 70 S respectively), ie just outside the latitude belts of major volcanic
activity; however, large events such as the eruption of Krakatoa (1883; 6 0 S) show
up in each. The lower magnitude 1963 Agung (8' 50 S) eruption produces a strong
peak in the Antarctic core but is less pronounced in the Greenland record. A further
problem with both the volcanic and glacier length data is that reliable records do not
extend very far back in time. Nevertheless, the overall correlation is quite striking.

Kilauea Volcano: A Three Dimensional Picture A recent report in Nature
(R. S. J. Sparks, 293, 15 October, p512) concerns the culmination of many years of
observation and analysis begun in 1952 of the behaviour of Kilauea on Hawaii; this
has resulted in the construction of the first 3 dimensional model of a volcano,
showing the internal structure of Kilauea's magmatic reservoir and transport
system. The construction of the model largely depended on the close observation of
seismic centres over the period 1969 to 1974. These were located to an accuracy of
600m in both the horizontal and vertical planes, and it was possible to distinguish
between earthquakes produced by fracturing of rock by magma under high pressure
and the dry cracking of rock. Zones of active magma transport could thus be
identified down to a depth of 18km, and the results have been plotted on a clear
Plexiglass scale model.

A well-defined magma chamber from 2km to 6km depth is located under the
summit caldera. The reservoir has a capacity between 5 and lOkm J of basalt
magma. A primary conduit feeds the magma at 14· 6km into this chamber system,
and over the last 30 yr magma has been transported at a remarkably steady rate of
3m Js - I. In addition, there are 2 separate connections, one relatively shallow (2km
or less), which feed magma to the eastern rift on the mountain. The modelling
technique may well prove valuable in attempts to predict the volcano's future
behaviour.

The Surface Topography of Venus An article in Science (212, No 4497, p879, R.
J. Phillips et al) de"Scribes a variety of measurements made from the Pioneer arbiter
which have resulted in a wealth of information about the Earth's sister planet
Venus. In particular, it has been possible to draw the first topographic map of the
planet's surface; this covers 90% of the surface with a horizontal resolution of
200km and a vertical accuracy of ±200m. These topographic studies have been
supplemented by Earth based radar imaging and by Pioneer measurements of
gravitational and magnetic fields and atmospheric mass spectrometry and gas
chromatography.

Venus is apparently very similar to the Earth, eg in weight and size, but differs in
other important respects. Thus, it has a much higher surface temperature, a 243 day
rotational period, a lack of water in its atmosphere and a negligible magnetic
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moment as compared with the Earth. The recent measurements indicate also that
Venus appears to have evolved very differently from the Earth as shown by its
topography. Thus, so-called hypsometric curves, which give frequencies of
occurrence of particular elevations on the planet's surface, show that Venus has a
single predominant elevation. This most frequent height is very near to the median
elevation, and the surface features they represent are called the Median Plains. The
Earth on the other hand has 2 peaks in its hypsometric curve, one essentially
corresponding to the ocean bottoms and the other to the continental surfaces. Rising
above the Venusian plains are a few truly high areas, 2 of which have average
elevations several kilometres higher than the Median Plains and are as large as small
Earth continents. Thus Terra Ishtar, centred at 70 0 N 100 E is about the size of
Australia and Aphrodite Terra at lOOS 1500 E about twice as large. Other elevated
regions are smaller. The Earth-based radar measurements showed large rather
smooth circular features 20 to 1200km in diameter on the Median Plains which have
some of the features of impact craters bttt might also be of volcanic origin. By and
large, they lack the topographic depressions characteristic of impact craters, but are
on the other hand larger than the biggest terrestrial calderas. It is possible that the
crater floors have altered in shape since they were formed due to viscous flow of the
surface. There is evidence from the Russian Venera space probe measurements that
large areas do consist of basaltic shield volcanoes. The overall interpretation of the
various surface features seems at present to lead to the conclusion that there is an
absence of contemporary plate tectonics on the Venusian surface, in contrast to the
situation here on Earth, but it is felt that the present day topography may
nevertheless be the result of tectonic activity in the past. Overall, the planet's
surface and its apparent mode of formation seem to resemble the Martian surface
more closely than the Earth's.
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